. Hall Sign Reversal for a 2.0 unit cell thick Bi-2212 crystal at low magnetic fields. We observe no evidence of a lower critical field, below which the sign reversal vanishes. Inset: Temperature dependence of the Hall conductivity at various constant magnetic fields for a 3 UC device.
The essence of Ao's theory, as he puts it in [1] is that "...the Hall anomaly can be understood based on the vortex vacancy motion in a pinned vortex lattice." However, the temperature interval where we observe the sign reversal falls mostly into the vortex-liquid regime where vortex lattice, let alone vortex vacancies, do not exist. In simple words, Ao's theory is not related to the reality of the physical world.
The inability of Ao's theory to address the experiment can be illustrated comparing two specific predictions made in Ao's comment to our observations:
1. According to [1] [2] [3] , a "lower critical field" should emerge, below which the Hall sign reversal should vanish. However, as seen in Figure 2a in our paper [4] which we re-plot here in Fig1, specifically for low magnetic fields, the Hall resistance is negative (i.e. reverses in sign) at all nonzero magnetic fields, without any hint to the existence of the lower critical field. Neither was lower critical field reported in previous experiments.
2. Likewise, our data do not support the second prediction of [2] that the Hall conductivity follows an "Arrhenius law" with an activation energy corresponding to energy for the generation of "vortex vacancies in the vortex lattice" [1, 2] . As seen in Figure 1 Inset, the Hall conductivity does not evolve monotonically with temperature, much less follows an Arrhenius law. In the Supplementary of [4] , we show that the Hall sign reversal disappears in our samples below the BKT transition around 60 K. Thus sign reversal indeed exists only in the vortex liquid regime where vortex lattice and, therefore, vortex vacancies simply do not exist. Our data are in full agreement with the findings of all other experiments where the sign reversed Hall effect has been mostly seen in the vortex liquid regime, and where the Hall signal vanishes as the vortex liquid freezes into a solid.
A detailed look at references in Ao's Comment [2] refutes his claim that his theory was supported by data from various laboratories. Of the 13 papers Ao referenced (Refs. 6-18) in [2] , only one (Ref.
[11]) quantitatively compared Ao's findings to experiment and stated that the observed experimental behavior of Hall conductance deviates from predictions specific to his theory. Reference [8] indicated that Ao's theory is inapplicable to their experiment, and Refs. [9, 10, 12, 13, 15-18], simply mentioned Ao's work in passing as one of many citations but did not present any data to support Ao's theory. Only Ref. [14] claimed in a single sentence that Ao's theory explains their experiment but did not make any quantitative comparison. And, finally, Ref.
[6], which according to Ao "explicitly tested against data published in PRL" [2] , is Ao's one-page Comment not presenting a single equation or fit to the experiment.
